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Abstract: There is an increasing concern about noise pollution around the world. As a first step to tackling the problem of deteriorated urban soundscapes, this article aims to develop a tool that automatically evaluates the soundscape quality of dwellings based on the acoustic events obtained from short videos recorded on-site. A sound event classifier based on a convolutional neural network has been used to detect the sounds present in those videos. Once the events are detected, our distinctive approach proceeds in two steps. First, the detected acoustic events are employed as inputs in a binary assessment system, utilizing logistic regression to predict whether the user’s perception of the soundscape (and, therefore, the soundscape quality estimator) is categorized as “comfortable” or “uncomfortable”. Additionally, an Acoustic Comfort Index (ACI) on a scale of 1–5 is estimated, facilitated by a linear regression model. The system achieves an accuracy value over 80% in predicting the subjective opinion of citizens based only on the automatic sound event detected on their balconies. The ultimate goal is to be able to predict an ACI on new locations using solely a 30-s video as an input. The potential of the tool might offer data-driven insights to map the annoyance or the pleasantness of the acoustic environment for people, and gives the possibility to support the administration to mitigate noise pollution and enhance urban living conditions, contributing to improved well-being and community engagement.
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Abbreviations

ACI Acoustic Comfort Index
ASED Automatic sound event detection
CNN Convolutional neural network
DL Deep learning
EU European Union
GTCC GammaTone Cepstrum coefficients
$\text{Leq}$ A-weighted equivalent sound level
$L_d$ Day Noise Level. A-weighted Leq, over the 14-h day period (7 to 21)
$L_e$ Evening Noise Level. A-weighted Leq, over the 2-h evening period (21 to 23)
$L_n$ Night Noise Level. A-weighted Leq, over the 8-h night period (23 to 7)
$L_{\text{den}}$ Day-Evening-Night noise level. A-weighted Leq with a penalty for night/evening noise
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
SSID Soundscape indices
WHO World health organisation

1 Introduction

Noise pollution is a widespread problem affecting millions of people, mostly in urban areas, industrial areas, and the surroundings of transportation hubs such as airports or railway stations. Focusing on Europe alone, a report published in 2020 [1] confirmed that 20% of the European Union (EU) population resides in areas where noise levels surpass the thresholds deemed harmful to health by the World Health Organization (WHO). Exposure to noise levels exceeding unhealthy $L_{\text{den}}$ thresholds due to road traffic was estimated to affect over 80 million people within urban areas and more than 30 million people outside urban areas in the countries studied, including the EU and five other European countries. Additionally, a recent study [2] confirmed that more than 3,600 deaths were caused by road traffic exposure could be prevented each year.

There is a long list of unhealthy and pernicious consequences derived from continuous exposure to deteriorated...
soundscapes with high noise levels. There are even thousands of reported cases in Europe of premature deaths directly related to noise exposure. Environmental noise can lead to diastolic blood pressure [3] and ischaemic heart diseases [4,5]. It produces high sleep disorders with awakenings that acutely hinder the quality of life of the affected population [6]. It has also been linked to fatigue, headaches and nervousness [7], psychological stress [8,9], decline in working performance [10,11], and learning and cognitive impairment in children and students [12,13]. In addition to these severe effects on the health and the quality of life of citizens, noise exposure is also associated with general annoyance [14], which also has a negative impact on the well-being of those afflicted by it.

Annoyance is widely regarded as the primary psychological consequence resulting from noise exposure. It is commonly associated with feelings of nuisance, disturbance, dissatisfaction, and unpleasantness [15]. Moreover, annoyance can significantly interfere with various everyday activities, including mental concentration [16], communication [17], learning [18], work [19], and even recreation [20,21]. Additionally, it is directly linked to the aforementioned sleeping disorders, particularly increased difficulties in falling asleep and frequent awakenings [22]. The starting point for finding a viable solution to this widespread problem should involve an accurate diagnosis of the quality of the acoustic environment. Several studies, both using objective data and psycho-acoustic and non-acoustic parameters, can be found in the literature tackling this issue, as it will be further developed in Section 2.

This present article conducts a different approach to predict the subjective acoustic satisfaction level with a given soundscape neither based on noise level measurements nor psycho-acoustic metrics. The proposed approach can be very useful in making an approximation of the perceived quality of soundscapes in terms of acoustic comfort) in urban areas without needing expensive dedicated equipment to do so. The goal is to develop a two-stage estimator to predict the level of acoustic comfort in a living environment based on the automatic sound event detection and classification performed on short videos recorded with a smartphone or tablet [23]. This acoustic comfort predictor could be used to rate dwellings for educational or informative purposes in a citizen science context, to map urban areas according to the predicted subjective perception of acoustic satisfaction instead of the normally favoured noise indices or to automatically extract meaningful information from future collecting campaigns among other applications.

Acoustic satisfaction or dissatisfaction is correlated with several perceptual constructs such as pleasantness, calmness, eventfulness, monotony, or annoyance among others. Previous works have successfully explored soundscape modelling and the prediction of perceptual constructs using acoustic and psycho-acoustic indicators as inputs [24,25]. That being said, the difficulty of predicting annoyance or other perceptual constructs using noise levels or psycho-acoustic metrics has also been acknowledged [26,27], primarily due to the complex interplay of variables that influence individual judgments of the polyphonic soundscape. In light of this, the proposed approach emphasizes the significance of considering the type of sound source among the non-sensory variables. Moreover, the proposed solution is easy to implement as it does not require the use of costly sound sensors operated by expert technicians. Instead, anyone can conveniently make a brief recording using a common mobile domestic device. To predict the subjective assessment of the dwelling’s soundscapes, two rating scales will be used: (i) a binary assessment and (ii) a 5-point rating scale.

To train and test the design, the authors have used one of the datasets obtained from the citizen science project Sons al Balcó. In that project, two campaigns were conducted across Catalonia. The first one took place in 2020 [28], amid lots of mobility and activity restrictions enforced during the lockdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The second one took place in 2021 [29], in a back-to-normal context.

It is important to note that in most previous studies on annoyance modelling or perceptual constructs prediction found in the literature, authors try to predict the perceived annoyance of a particular sound event [30], the subjective perception of a particular audio or video clip that has been assessed by a set of participants [31] or the perceived quality of soundscapes in public spaces by a plural on-site evaluation during a soundwalk [32]. In contrast, the present work aims to predict the global perceived acoustic comfort in a dwelling, reported only by one of its residents. That means that the video used may not be representative and that the opinion reported may not be consensual. This article also assesses the impact of these aspects on the performance with an accurate analysis of the failed predictions and proposes complementary information that could be used to improve it.

In Section 2, a more exhaustive study of the state of the art is developed. In Section 3, relevant information about the Sons al Balcó dataset is presented along with the methodology used to predict the subjective perception of the soundscapes and the metrics used to assess the estimator performance. Section 4 gives the results of two studied rating systems (binary assessment and 5-point scale rating). Next, Section 5 offers a more insightful discussion about the results and an analysis of the errors made by the estimator.
Finally, Section 6 is dedicated to the final conclusions of this present work.

2 Related work

Studies conducted to assess acoustic comfort in urban locations can be classified into three categories. The first approach (Section 2.1) is restricted to the collection of noise exposure pressure levels using sound sensors (usually deployed in urban areas). The second approach (Section 2.2) focuses on specific types of noise sources and their perception and effects on well-being. Finally, the third approach (Section 2.3) computes psycho-acoustic metrics or uses non-acoustic or even non-sensory variables to try to ascertain the subjective annoyance perceived.

2.1 Urban sound sensors and noise indices

Numerous projects have been undertaken with the objective of mapping different areas within targeted cities based on the measured noise exposure. As the amount of noise mappings published is very large, this subsection will focus only on some of the most recent contributions in the literature.

Most noise mappings done in urban and suburban areas are especially concerned with road traffic noise and use noise indices to assess the noise exposure in each spot. Case studies have been published for many cities such as Piteşti, Romania [33] or Mashhad, Iran [34]. In some instances, a differentiated analysis is conducted depending on the land-use type as in Kigali, Rwanda [35]. In Aburrá Valley, Colombia [36] a noise mapping was conducted focused on non-traffic related noise sources, especially leisure noise.

Industrial areas have also been mapped to assess the noise exposure of workers or neighbours. A study conducted on a concrete block-making factory [37] concluded that a Hearing-Loss Prevention Program was advisable due to the elevated sound levels measured. Measurements in the Tarkwa Mining Community of Ghana [38] were correlated with sleep disturbance, hearing problems, and hypertension.

Another study complemented the data obtained through sound sensors with questionnaires about the subjective perception of the noise to evaluate noise pollution and its subjective perception in a university campus in Juiz de Fora, Brasil [39].

Typically, these urban noise mappings rely exclusively on noise indices such as $L_{Aeq}$, $L_{den}$, $L_d$, $L_e$, or $L_n$. These indices are reliable for describing the exposure to road traffic noise, which is the primary contributor to the deteriorated sound environment in cities. However, noise indices alone do not provide a complete picture of what constitutes a comfortable or uncomfortable sound environment. For example, there are multiple influencing factors in the noise annoyance perception beyond sound pressure levels, both psycho-acoustic [40] and non-acoustic [41,42], which will be hinted at Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.2 Annoyance by type of noise source

Acoustic discomfort is often caused by the presence of annoying sound event. However, not all noise sources are equally annoying. Thus, assessing the subjective perception of the level of annoyance of some of them only taking into account noise indices is usually unreliable. This section will focus on the main types of noise sources that can be found in an urban soundscape beyond the exhaustively researched road traffic noise [43,44].

Neighbourhood noise, for example, can be highly annoying and equally produce harmful effects on health even though the noise indices related are low when they are compared to traffic noise. The subjective experience of this kind of noise stress can lead to inadequate neuroendocrine reactions and regulation diseases [45]. Even though several studies in the literature have focused on assessing neighbour noise, most of the research is still centred on the analysis of traffic noise [46]. A very recent study opted for a qualitative approach to analyse complaints, attitudes, and viewpoints on neighbour noise [47].

Another noise source that has not been thoroughly studied and that has been surprisingly missing in most reports on noise pollution until recently is recreational noise [48]. Many European cities experience increasing noise exposure to daytime and night-time leisure activities which normally involve crowds or outdoor music among other sounds. Again, recreational noise can be very annoying even with moderate noise levels. However, publications centred in leisure noise traditionally have used sound pressure levels to assess the outcomes of its exposure [49].

It is also tricky to base the assessment of the annoyance of construction sites only on $L_{Aeq}$ measurements [50]. There are several individual noise sources in construction sites, including several machines from pile drivers or earth augers to bulldozers and excavators. Combined noise produces a higher annoyance than individual noise sources for $L_{Aeq}$ above 65 dBA. However, little is known about the
real factors that could predict the annoyance level associated with construction sites according to a recent report by van Kamp et al. [51]. In China, an initiative was launched consisting of mapping and analysing the construction noise annoyance using data mining on social media platforms [52].

Other noise sources that have a negative effect on the psychological state and well-being of citizens are dogs barking or babies crying [53]. Not all people are equally annoyed by these kinds of sounds. A recent study [54] proved that young adults found the high-pitched barks more annoying than other age groups. As with other noise sources, duration is also a very relevant factor related to the annoyance produced. Koffi [55] proved that after sound intensity in dBA, duration was the second most important determinant of annoyance.

Further studies have also established relationships between other individual noise sources that are not necessarily well represented by noise-level measurements, such as air traffic, floor impact, or drainage and overall dissatisfaction with indoor soundscapes in residences [56]. Therefore, the evaluation of the annoyance perceived in a soundscape and, by extension, its acoustic comfort can greatly be improved when the sound event present are known [32,57].

### 2.3 Psychoacoustic and non-acoustic factors

Some psychoacoustic factors have also been correlated with subjective annoyance judgments. Kim et al. [58] studied the psycho-acoustic effect of the level variation, the duration and the number of impacts on the floor and determined that the duration and total energy level are more suitable predictors than maximum sound pressure level when assessing the annoyance produced by children’s impact sounds.

Psychoacoustic metrics (including loudness, sharpness, or roughness) have been used to predict the perceived noise annoyance. One publication by Orga et al. [31] used a multi-level psychoacoustic model that combined sharpness, roughness, impulsiveness, and tonality. However, approaches only based on psycho-acoustic metrics do not take into account the nature of the sound which can add emotional and cognitive variables that have an impact on the subjective assessment of the noise.

There are non-acoustic and non-sensory variables that clearly influence the subjective perception of the noise environment, including familiarity, preferences, or even expectations. Annoyance judgements by people revolve around an internal representation of the noise situation. In many cases, the same noise level causes different degrees of annoyance depending on their occurrence during day or night-time. However, this does not happen for all kinds of noise sources. For example, no differences between day and night-time annoyance were found regarding traffic noise. On the contrary, reactions to rail or air traffic noise differ depending on the time of day [59].

Another study revealed that even in the case of railway and road traffic noise there are non-acoustical variables that explain part of the variance in noise annoyance beyond the noise indices ($L_{den}$). Some of these variables are the individual noise sensitivity, the coping capacity or the concern about the harmful effects [60].

Neighbourhood characteristics also modify the subjective perception of the soundscape. Surrounding greenery, especially garden and wetland parks usually reduce noise annoyance perception in the living environment [61, 62]. Facade and building orientation are other influential factors in the perceived noise annoyance [63]. Even socioeconomic status is related to noise pollution perception. A study conducted in Germany [64] concluded that younger people and those with lower socioeconomic status have higher probabilities of being affected by noise pollution because they live in areas with more deteriorated soundscapes. However, it has also been stated that people with high socioeconomic status appear to be more noise-sensitive, maybe because they have higher expectations of quiet in the living environment [65].

There have been imaginative approaches to noise annoyance assessment that have combined acoustic and non-sensory variables. De Muer et al. [66] included the type of activity conducted along indoor background level and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measurements. Bravo-Moncayo et al. [30] used noise exposure levels but added other variables such as noise perception and demographics but focused only on road traffic noise annoyance. Finally, González et al. [67] combined meteorological and noise measurements, objective urban variables and in situ surveys to evaluate the effects of road traffic noise on pedestrians.

### 3 Materials and methods

As stated in Section 1, this project will be structured in two parts. The first set of experiments will give a binary assessment of the quality of the dwelling’s soundscape. Next, the second set of experiments will offer an Acoustic Comfort Index (ACD), which uses a 5-point rating scale, for the same soundscape.

The following subsections detail the data gathering process framed in the Sons al Balcó project, the processing
of the data collected and the experimental pipeline designed including the setup for both estimators, i.e. the binary estimator and the ACI estimator.

### 3.1 Data gathering and Sons al Balcó

In this research article, the authors used data collected from the Sons al Balcó citizen science project. As a part of this project, two Catalonia-wide campaigns were conducted in 2020 and 2021. The project asked participants to make a double contribution. First, they had to record a short video of a minimum 30 s from their balconies using their smartphones or tablets and upload them to a server. Additionally, they had to answer a questionnaire about the perception of their soundscapes. The questions in the survey included a global subjective assessment of the soundscapes from their balconies (acoustic satisfaction), a description of the sound event present, and their respective level of annoyance or pleasantness according to their opinion, the frequency of appearance of the mentioned sound classes, and other useful information.

Even though the original goal of the project was to study the changes in the perceived soundscape during the lockdown, the data obtained are valuable and are currently being used with a broader scope in mind. For this current work, the dataset offers a combination of real-life video clips from living environments with a subjective assessment of the acoustic comfort by the dwellers themselves.

Both campaigns were advertised on social media and it was open to all people living in Catalonia. All the videos collected were manually reviewed to guarantee that three requirements were satisfied: (i) they should be recorded from a balcony or window, (ii) they should not contain human faces, and (iii) they should be recorded in Catalonia.

Data collected are very relevant as an important percentage of the Sons al Balcó contributions come from the biggest city in the region, Barcelona, which is particularly affected by noise pollution with over 210,000 people suffering serious psychological, emotional, or social effects caused by noise exposure and more than 60,000 with sleep disorders. Noise mapping by the Barcelona Public Health Agency reported that 57% of the population live in areas with traffic noise levels considered detrimental to health [68].

All the videos collected come from Catalonia minimizing the possible cultural differences in the subjective appreciation of the annoyance of noise sources. As these differences do exist [69], if the system were to be used in another cultural framework, it would be recommended to train the algorithm with locally acquired contributions.

### 3.2 Data processing

The first two campaigns of Sons al Balcó conducted in 2020 and 2021 received 365 and 237 contributions, respectively. Two complex polyphonic datasets were obtained from them, one for 2020 and one for 2021. Both datasets were manually labelled using a hierarchical taxonomy and analysed by the authors in the previous work [70]. They were annotated considering polyphony because there were frequent overlapping sound event.

For this present study, only the dataset of the 2021 campaign could be used. The 2020 campaign was handled during the lockdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in order to study the effects of the restrictions on the soundscape in Catalonia. This severe activity and mobility restrictions shaped a quieter sound environment in the cities across Catalonia [71,72]. In this context, the subjective perception of citizens during the lockdown also drastically changed to the point where there were virtually no examples of negative soundscapes reported in the 365 videos collected, making them unsuitable for the purpose of the current study.

In contrast, the 237 surveys answered in the 2021 campaign offer a realistic variety of positive, neutral, and negative scenarios. The videos from this campaign came from different spots representing a wide extension of the Catalan geography, as seen in Figure 1. About half of them were collected in big cities, especially in the metropolitan area of Barcelona, and the other half were collected in smaller cities or towns. Figure 1 shows that most of the scenarios reported as negative are found in large urban areas, a significant number of them in the metropolitan area of Barcelona, which suffers especially from noise pollution, as it was already stated in Section 3.1.

Of the 237 videos collected in 2021, two of them were discarded because they were too short. The mean duration of the actual videos collected was close to the specifications: 32.44 s. However, there were some outliers ranging from 3.2 to 85.2 s. Almost all of them could be used to characterize the soundscape, even if they were shorter, but 8 s were chosen as the minimum duration necessary to have enough relevant information on the scenario. Therefore, a total of 235 videos have been used in the present work. Almost all videos were recorded during the daytime. In fact, no video was recorded between 22:30 and 05:00. Consequently, video contents are more representative of daytime noise sources.

As shown in Figure 2, 50 participants (21.28%) deemed that the soundscape from their balconies has poor quality. On the other hand, 144 participants (61.28%) considered that they are surrounded by positive soundscapes.
3.3 Experimental pipeline

A two-stage soundscape quality predictor has been designed (Figure 3). The first stage consists of an automatic sound event classifier and the second stage includes two soundscape quality estimators. A process of aggregation and normalization followed by a predictor selection is applied between both stages.

The automatic sound event classifier used in Stage 1 is the same one previously published by the same authors [70] that had already been tested with the Sons al Balcó datasets. It is fed with a 30-s video that is subsequently framed using 30 ms Hamming windows. Then, 100 GammaTone Cepstral Coefficients (GTCC) are extracted [73]. GTCC were chosen as they outperformed other feature extraction methods in a survey comparison conducted by authors [74]. They are formatted into a \( 10 \times 10 \) matrix which is what is expected by the deep learning (DL) algorithm chosen to detect and classify the sound classes. Specifically, a convolutional neural network (CNN) was chosen [75]. Finally, an array of 34 probabilities corresponding to the 34 classes in the taxonomy is binarized using a threshold of 0.5 to obtain an array of 34 Booleans indicating which sound categories are detected in each frame. The exact setting of the classifier can be found in the aforementioned work [70].

Afterwards, the classified sound event detected in all the frames of a given video are aggregated and normalized.
to obtain an array of percentages of presence for each sound class in the studied audio file.

Even though there are up to 30 different sound classes spotted in the 2021 dataset (the taxonomy is described in a previous work by the authors [70]), not all of them are suitable to be used as predictors. In fact, only those that have an impact on the prediction metrics of the assessment of the soundscape quality are considered. A hypothesis has been made that the less prevalent sounds would be irrelevant and that some sound classes that are not homogeneously considered pleasant nor unpleasant by the general population can be counterproductive as predictors. These hypotheses have been tested by comparing the performance of the estimator with different sets of predictors, starting with all the sound categories and subsequently removing the ones suspected to have a negative effect on the prediction. Particularly, the first sound categories removed were those with less than 1% of prevalence in the dataset according to Bonet-Solà et al. [70]. Next, the remaining sound categories were removed one by one, starting from the ones less correlated (either positively or negatively) with the reported acoustic comfort as stated in Figure 4, until the performance started to improve.

Effectively, most of the sound classes with less than 5% of prevalence in the dataset are detrimental to the performance of the algorithm except for rail and, to some extent, construction. Furthermore, some of the sound classes with higher presence such as wind or voice are not correlated with the subjective perception of the quality of the soundscape. They appear in both positively and negatively perceived scenarios. In some instances, they contribute to a more negative assessment while in other instances they do the opposite. This fact can be observed in the correlation map shown in Figure 4. Thus, they are not reliable for prediction purposes. Consequently, the only five sound classes originally annotated in the dataset that are relevant for the present study and will be used as predictors are as follows: bird, road traffic, rail, water, and construction.

Initial experiments and the analysis of the survey results revealed a new noise source with a significant

![Figure 3: Two-stage soundscape quality predictor.](image)

![Figure 4: Correlation between the different predictors of the dataset (sound classes appearing at a minimum of four videos) and the acoustic comfort marked by the participants.](image)
impact on the assessment of several soundscapes that was not previously annotated: leisure activities (especially, nightlife and restaurants). This noise source is a composite class made up of voices, music, and other basic sound event that, when they are integrated, are especially annoying compared to the individual sound classes mentioned. Therefore, the 2021 campaign dataset’s labels were manually updated to add the leisure category as the sixth relevant sound class in the present study that will also be used as a predictor.

These sound event are consistent with the main noise sources detected in Barcelona in a previous study [76], which shows that road traffic is the main contributor to noise exposure in the city with more than 85% of exposure, followed by night-time leisure with less than 10%. The other noise sources detected are rail and industrial/construction noise, with a residual exposure below 2%.

Once all the videos were annotated and the predictors were chosen, an estimator of the quality of a given urban soundscape was designed (corresponding to stage 2 in Figure 3). The goal was to try to predict the subjective quality perceived by the participants using objective data, i.e. the specific noise sources present in the short video clips they sent. This estimator was initially tested using the real sound event manually annotated in the videos for the 2021 Sons al Balcó campaign to assess the performance of the estimator independently, without the possible error added by a classification algorithm.

Afterwards, the designed estimator was added to an automatic sound event classifier (Stage 1) to implement the two-stage system capable of automatically assessing the quality of the soundscape, as depicted in Figure 3.

Two rating scales were chosen to assess the level of acoustic comfort of the dwelling:

1. A binary assessment
2. A continuous 5-point rating scale (ACI).

For the first approach, the global subjective assessment of each contribution has been binarized. The dwellings rated as “very positive” or “positive” were assigned to the “comfortable” category. The dwellings rated as “very negative” or “negative” were assigned to the “uncomfortable” category. Finally, the dwellings rated as “neutral” were discarded for this first set of experiments. Thus, a total of 194 were finally available.

These soundscapes were divided in a 4-fold cross-validation train-test scheme, and a logistic regressor was implemented using only the six relevant sound classes already mentioned as predictors.

For the second approach, the system predicts the acoustic satisfaction score achieved by a dwelling with an ACI using a 5-point rating scale, which emulates the Likert scale [77] used by participants of the survey to assess the global perceived quality of their surroundings (very negative (1), negative (2), neutral (3), positive (4), and very positive (5)). This ACI offers a general approach to the overall acoustic satisfaction felt by the dwellers without focusing on specific perceptual constructs such as calmness, pleasantness, or monotony, which can be subject to different cultural interpretations [78].

Kang et al. proposed the creation of soundscape indices (SSID) [79–81] obtained from acoustical, psychoacoustical, psychological, neural, and physiological and contextual factors as a framework to better represent soundscapes and their perception. However, most of these factors require additional information not always available. The ACI presented in this work is a simplified and minimalist version of a single SSID, which only uses the source sound type as a defining factor.

In this case, all 235 valid videos from the 2021 campaign were used. They were also divided using a 4-fold cross-validation scheme. After that, a linear regressor was used to predict the soundscape’s rating. Any outcome below 1 or above 5 was rounded to avoid exceeding the rating scale margins.

This assessment gives a real number between 1 and 5 that can be optionally rounded to obtain a discrete scale of 5 points identical to the Likert scale used by participants in the survey. To study the performance of this approach, the R-squared value of the prediction is computed and the error distance between the regressor’s output and the subjective assessment is calculated. Subsequently, the accuracy is evaluated on a prediction interval of ±1 points.

### 4 Results

In this section, the results of the designed estimator are presented. Section 4.1 conveys the results obtained by the binary assessment. Afterwards, Section 4.2 exposes the results of the ACI estimation.

#### 4.1 Binary assessment of the acoustic comfort

Four experiments were conducted. The first two experiments (Experiments 1 and 2) used only the estimator described as Stage 2 in Figure 3 which was fed with the sounds labelled by expert annotators. The last two experiments (Experiments 3 and 4) used the complete design with
the classifier. In this case, the classifier automatically detects the sound event present in each video and feeds them to the soundscape quality estimator.

First (Experiment 1), a segment-based approach where the prediction was based on a binary array with the annotated/detected sounds on a given video was chosen. It used binary data, i.e. the presence or absence of each sound class in any given dwelling as independent variables, without considering the exact duration of each sound event. This could be interesting if the detection of sound event is accomplished with a segment-based classifier instead of an event-based one, which normally offers better performances in polyphonic environments. Experiment 2 opted for an event-based approach trying to detect the exact time frame and duration of each sound class event. It used the relative duration of each sound event within each video as independent variables; that is the percentage of time in each audio clip where a specific sound class is spotted.

The event-based approach achieves 3.1% higher accuracy and 8.26% higher F1-score than the segment-based one (Table 1). Experiments 1 and 2 showed the top performance as Experiment 1. That means that inaccuracies due to the automating sound event detection (ASED) had only a 3.1% impact on the global accuracy. Given that water was one of the less relevant categories considered in the prediction process, to begin with, this classifying under-performance is high enough to consider its removal from the estimator. For that reason, Experiment 4 was conducted only with five predictors (birds, road traffic, rail, construction, and leisure) achieving a slightly better performance than when water was included.

As can be seen in Table 2, the best performance is achieved in Experiment 4, which gave the same performance as Experiment 1. That means that inaccuracies due to the automating sound event detection (ASED) had only a 3.1% impact on the global accuracy. Due to the better performance achieved by the event-based detection (Experiment 4), this study will focus on this approach from now on.

In this subsection, the results for the ACI estimators are presented. First, the results without the ASED stage will be discussed. Afterwards, the results of the two-stage estimator will be explained and compared.

Without adding the automatic sound event classifier (and, therefore, using the manually annotated labels for each audio file), the R-squared value of the regression is not high: 0.28. However, the system offers a remarkably good accuracy if we accept a prediction interval of ±1 points, which is reasonable when trying to get a first approximation of the expected acoustic comfort or discomfort. The mean absolute error distance between the global assessment of the soundscape reported (with the 5-point rating scale) and the prediction is 0.85 points. If the index is rounded, the mean absolute error decreases even more, to 0.83 points.

The next two experiments aim to achieve performances as close as possible to the ones described in Table 1. The main change between them is that instead of using the manual labels, the acoustic events are obtained using an automatic CNN-based event detector. The automatic sound event classifier, even though it achieves state-of-the-art results when working with prevalent sounds such as birds or road traffic [82], is not perfect. Therefore, a dip in the accuracy is to be expected.

A detailed analysis of the performance of each class of the classifier (when working on an event-based metric) revealed that water was the only class that was often mixed up with non-related categories (25.86% of the time), i.e. it was often mixed up with generally annoying noise sources (road traffic, rail, construction, and leisure). Given that water was one of the less relevant categories considered in the prediction process, to begin with, this classifying under-performance is high enough to consider its removal from the estimator. For that reason, Experiment 4 was conducted only with five predictors (birds, road traffic, rail, construction, and leisure) achieving a slightly better performance than when water was included.

Table 1: Accuracy and F1-score using the real annotated sounds to predict the subjective binary assessment of the soundscapes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>F1-score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 1 – Manual labels and segment based</td>
<td>80.41</td>
<td>64.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 2 – Manual labels and event based</td>
<td>83.51</td>
<td>72.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Accuracy and F1-score using automatically detected sound event to predict the subjective assessment of the soundscapes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>F1-score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 3 – Automatic event detection and segment based</td>
<td>78.87</td>
<td>55.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 4 – Automatic event detection and event based</td>
<td>80.41</td>
<td>64.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
prediction interval. Only 1.28% of the soundscapes offer a predicted index with more than 2 points of difference.

The standard deviation of the predictions is lower than the standard deviation of the reported perceptions (0.69 instead of 1.22). The system performs better in predicting middle indices and performs poorer in especially negative scenarios.

Results for the two-stage estimator are almost identical to the ones achieved with the estimator-only approach. The R-squared value is slightly diminished: 0.26. However, the mean absolute error distance between the reported assessment and the prediction is also reduced to 0.83 points (that falls even more to 0.79 points when the index is rounded). The accuracy for the prediction interval is exactly the same in both implementations (86.81%), as we can see in Figure 5. A slight improvement can be spotted in the number of perfect predictions (error = 0).

There are no significant differences in the error dispersion when using the ASED algorithm and when using manual labels. That can be further assessed in Figure 6. Median values are very close to 0 in both cases and first and third quartiles have a similar distance in both scenarios.

However, there is a slight asymmetry in the outliers which favour negative errors in both cases, especially in the scenario without ASED. A negative error means that the prediction describes the soundscape as less annoying that the ground truth expressed by the contributors. On the contrary, a positive error means that the prediction depicts a poorer scenario than the one stated by citizens.

The two-stage predictor performs better when predicting positive and neutral assessed soundscapes. As seen in Figure 7, when the acoustic satisfaction reported is “very negative” (the lowest), the performance is poorer. However, it must be stated that the number of soundscapes with a reported “very negative” rating is barely a 7.7% of the total (Figure 2).

The performance of the soundscape assessment depends on the size of the town/city in which it was taken. Even though the errors committed when using the 5-point rating system are smaller no matter the size of the city, Figure 8 proves that there is a vast difference depending on the rating system chosen when assessing small- and middle-sized cities (population ranging from 20,000 to 100,000). In fact, the 5-

Figure 5: Percentage of predictions with less than a given (absolute) error using the rounded ACI estimation.

Figure 6: Comparison of the error distance for the ACI estimator with or without ASED.

Figure 7: Prediction performance depending on the acoustic satisfaction reported.

Figure 8: Comparison of errors of both rating systems depending on the size of the city or town (errors in the 5-point-rated ACI are predictions outside the ±1 prediction interval).
The point scale rating system stands out in small cities, even surpassing the predictions made in little towns. On the contrary, the binary rating system under-performs in this segment with an accuracy of slightly under 75%.

It is also interesting to note that the floor is inhabited by the participants, from which the videos were recorded, greatly influences the performance of the prediction. The difference is huge when using the binary assessment rating, as can be seen in Figure 9.

When considering only citizens living on floors 0 to 5 (that are approximately 85% of the participants), the accuracy rises to almost 85% with the binary assessment method. On the contrary, it drops to less than 60% for the minority living on higher floors.

5 Discussion

In this section, results are discussed and further developed. First, Section 5.1 offers a previous analysis of some relevant survey results to spot the hindrances to be considered when predicting a subjective opinion. Afterwards, a separate analysis of the accuracy according to the sounds annotated is done in Section 5.2. Finally, a detailed audit of those cases where the system failed is revealed (Section 5.3), starting with the binary assessment approach, and ending with a comparison with the 5-point scale ACI scheme.

5.1 Analysis of the survey results

Some outlier opinions are bound to be almost impossible to predict without further data. In fact, data based on a citizen science project can contain incoherent assertions and inconsistencies. Therefore, a previous inspection of the survey results can give a clearer picture of the ceiling that can be achieved in the framework of this project.

The perception of the annoyance produced by individual predictors, the correlation or lack thereof between the annoyance reported for individual noise sources and the acoustic satisfaction reported for the dwelling, differences between reported sounds by participants and labelled sounds by annotators or the representativeness of the sound classes annotated in the videos could give valuable information to interpret the subsequent results.

5.1.1 Assessment of the perception of annoyance for individual predictors

While birds and water are almost unanimously considered as non-annoying or even pleasant sounds by participants, the assessment of the other four categories is less homogeneous. Construction, leisure, rail, and road traffic noise are normally considered annoying but there are numerous exceptions among the participants as seen in Figure 10. It has been proven that differences in impulsiveness, roughness, or tonality in some type of sound event influence the perceived annoyance [31]. This lack of consensus with the annoying noise sources betokens a higher difficulty in predicting poor quality soundscapes compared to the positive ones.

5.1.2 Correlation between the global assessment of the Dwelling’s soundscape and the individual level of annoyance reported for the predictors

Inconsistencies between the subjective global assessment of the dwelling and the subjective assessment of each relevant class of noise source can affect the performance of the predictor. In most cases (89.45%), there is not a significant difference between both assessments, as seen in Table 3.

![Figure 9: Comparison of errors of both rating systems depending on the floor on which the video was recorded (errors in the 5-point-rated ACI are predictions outside the ±1 prediction interval)).](image)

![Figure 10: Individual assessment of the annoyance level for each of the six sound classes used as predictors.](image)
However, some discrepancies do exist. For 4.22% of the participants, the perceived annoyance of the individual sound event present is significantly higher than the perceived acoustic discomfort of their residence. In some cases, this discrepancy can be explained by the low frequency of apparition of the detected noise sources. However, in other cases, the answers provided by respondents seem to be illogical or incoherent. That can be attributed to an incorrect interpretation of the questions among other causes that would be further discussed in Section 5.3.

On the other hand, 6.33% of the contributors stated that the perceived annoyance of the reported sound event present was significantly lower than the assessed acoustic discomfort of the soundscape in their dwellings. Even though a minimal part of this percentage corresponds to situations where the main noise source reported was not included in the predictors (such as neighbours or pets), some of the survey answers seem illogical, again, even after hearing the actual videos from the annotators. Further data that cannot be obtained directly from the videos could explain some of this divergence, e.g. the lack of representativeness of some of the videos sent.

### 5.1.3 Comparison between annotated and reported sound event

The automatic sound event classifier relies on the annotated sound event to do the training. Errors in the labelling process or discrepancies with the reported sound event by citizens affect the outcome of the classifier process and the subsequent prediction of the annoyance level. Therefore, it is interesting to compare if the annotated sounds are consistent with the reported sounds in the survey.

Figure 11 shows that some differences exist between the labelled sounds by annotators and the reported sounds by the participants in the survey. On the one hand, birds and water (not annoying sounds) were spotted in more videos by annotators than by participants even if the differences are not significant. On the other hand, construction, leisure, rail, and road traffic noise were reported in more videos by contributors than by annotators. Differences can be attributed to the quality of the recordings and to the subjective interpretation of each individual. However, some contributors may be biased in their responses as they know which sounds are normally present in their urban location, irrespective of their real apparition in the short videos sent.

Aggregating the six categories used as predictors (Table 4), it can be concluded that 88.4% of the time both labellers and contributors agree on the sound event appearing (or not appearing) in each video. By comparison, 8.23% of the sounds reported in the survey do not appear in the annotations. Finally, 3.38% of the sound event annotated were not reported by participants.

### 5.1.4 Representativeness of the sounds annotated in the videos

Table 5 shows the representativeness of the sounds annotated in the videos (only sounds that were both labelled by annotators and reported by contributors are being considered).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound Event</th>
<th>Not labelled (%)</th>
<th>Labelled (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1816</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road Traffic</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Crossover between labelled and reported sounds for the six predictors (aggregated).
All instances of rail and almost all instances of birds are representative of the usual composition of their soundscapes. However, other sounds such as water and construction are over-represented in many videos according to the opinion of the participants. This over-representation of some noise sources may make them less relevant in the prediction of the subjective perception of the quality of some soundscapes, also affecting the performance of the estimator.

These four hindrances: heterogeneous assessment of the annoyance of individual noise sources, lack of correlation between individual noise sources and global assessment, inconsistencies in the reported and annotated sounds, and lack of representativeness of the sounds detected in the videos, limit the expected accuracy of the estimator. In Section 5, the actual errors caused by these factors are further discussed.

### 5.2 Effects of the type of sound source in the accuracy

As seen in Table 2, the global accuracy achieved by the two-stage implementation exceeds 80%. However, the reliability of the prediction varies based on the kind of sound present in each location. The analysis made in Section 5.1.1 with Figure 10 already hinted at this outcome. The system excels in correctly assessing the quality of the videos that only have pleasant predictors annotated (birds or water) and the videos that do not have any of the predictors because they only have other sounds labelled (such as music or pets). Table 6 shows that the performance for these videos climbs to more than 90%.

Performance is also slightly above average for those videos with only annoying sound sources present with an accuracy of 80.7%. However, accuracy decreases below 70% of those videos where both pleasant and annoying sound sources co-exist.

### 5.3 Errors analysis

It is interesting to analyse the causes of the incorrectly assessed soundscapes. Starting with the binary assessment, a total of 156 soundscapes (more than 80%) were correctly predicted. However, the system failed to match the subjective perception of the participants in 38 instances. Figure 12 shows the causes for each of these errors.

A 1.03% of the errors (Type I) were caused by inconsistencies in the survey responses. The global assessment assigned by the participants was incoherent. The reasons could be diverse and caused by the subjective nature of the project. They may be due to a misunderstanding of the questions in the survey, a lack of commitment to the veracity of the answers or an extremely outlier opinion in the assessment of the quality of the soundscape on the part of the contributor. In this present study, all these errors consisted of soundscapes reported as negative that were incorrectly predicted as positive by the estimator. This 1.03% is completely unpredictable and can only be removed by a previous screening of the survey.

A 5.15% (Type II) of the errors consisted in videos where annoying noise sources (such as road traffic) were present or even predominant but the quality of the soundscape reported was positive, nevertheless. Therefore, a negative soundscape was predicted instead of a positive one. There are several reasons that explain this situation. First, it may be possible that the presence of these particular noise sources was exceptional and not representative of the everyday soundscape. As seen in Table 5, there is a significant percentage of annoying sound event present in the videos that are rare in the studied locations. Therefore, taking this single video as an example to assess the quality of the soundscape is not appropriate. This issue can be tackled by analysing more than one video taken from the same location instead of only one. Another reason for this

### Table 5: Representativeness of the annotated and reported sound event

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Birds (%)</th>
<th>Water (%)</th>
<th>Road traffic (%)</th>
<th>Rail (%)</th>
<th>Construction (%)</th>
<th>Leisure (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>13.27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>14.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common</td>
<td>42.98</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>45.13</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>28.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very frequent</td>
<td>53.51</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>41.59</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>57.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Reliability of the prediction depending on the sound sources present at each location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sounds present in the video</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None of the predictors present</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only pleasant sound sources present (birds, water)</td>
<td>90.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only annoying sound sources present (road traffic, rail, construction, leisure)</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both pleasant and annoying sound sources present</td>
<td>66.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
kind of error is a different subjective appreciation of the level of annoyance of these particular noise sources (road traffic noise, leisure...) by the participants. As seen in Figure 10, even though most people consider road traffic, rail, construction, or leisure as annoying, very annoying, or even extremely annoying, there are also some participants who do not consider them annoying at all. The foreground-to-background placement of the sounds or the noise isolation of the building can explain some of these differences in appreciation. However, other factors such as socioeconomic status, demographics, time slot of occurrence, activities developed by residents, percentage of time at home, coping capacity, or expectations can also play a role. Soundscape appropriateness also has a role in positive appraisal of heavy traffic areas where road traffic is the main noise source present [83]. In any case, it should be noted that when dealing with subjective contributions, some outlier opinions are almost impossible to predict no matter the model used.

A significant part of these Type II errors appears in videos recorded from higher floors, which partly explains the differences revealed in Figure 9. On higher floors, the annoying noise sources still are present and detected by the ASED algorithm, but they are not as annoying to the inhabitants. Accurate measuring of the $L_{Aeq}$ in the studied floor could be helpful in improving the prediction performance in this case. However, as it was already stated, this situation only affects a small part of the population (15% in the Sons al Balcó sample), as most people live on lower floors.

A 6.19% of the errors (Type III) occurred because a similar presence of annoying noise sources and pleasant sound event were equally present in the spot. The subjective appreciation of this situation is especially variable, and the algorithm will miss about a third of the situations (as seen in Table 6) if the only criteria to assess the quality is the detection of the sound classes present. Errors can go both ways: a negative soundscape is predicted as positive or otherwise. To improve the performance, the assessment of these soundscapes should be complemented with other data such as the $L_{Aeq}$ measured in the location (when it is available). If noise levels are not available, another valid alternative could be using psychoacoustic metrics extracted from the sounds detected.

### Table 7: Comparison of errors made by both rating systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of error</th>
<th>Errors in the binary rating</th>
<th>Errors in the ACI</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type I: Inconsistencies in the survey</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type II: Soundscape reported as positive even though noise sources are annoying</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type III: Similar presence of pleasant and annoying sound sources</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8 (+1 not previously existing)</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type IV: Errors ascribable to the ASED algorithm</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type V: Noise source different from the studied</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type VI: Errors in the assessment of extreme ratings (1 or 5) predicted as middle</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Conclusion

This article presents a system capable of predicting the acoustic satisfaction level for a dwelling based on the ASED of a short video. Although both a segment-based approach and an event-based approach have been tested, the prediction based on events is preferable. The improved accuracy of the ASED algorithm in segment-based metrics does not make up for the less information obtained with that approach.

Accuracies obtained are good and encouraging (topping 80% or even better depending on the rating system used). However, for an even higher reliability, it is recommended to add additional information of the noise exposure when available, such as the mean $L_{Aeq}$ level measured on the spot. The reason is that the system has a ceiling of accuracy that can hardly be surpassed without further information, mainly due to several hindrances related to the subjective nature of the study and the representativeness of the videos used.

The binary assessment alternative achieved particularly remarkable accuracies when assessing soundscapes from floors 0 to 5 reaching almost 85%. That figure is especially relevant considering that only a small fraction of the Catalan population has its residence in the upper floors. The performance would probably take a dip in regions cluttered with skyscrapers, making it less suitable. The population of the studied city or town also affects the performance of both assessments. For small- and medium-sized cities the 5-point scale ACI approach is recommended.

This implementation works comparatively better in predicting pleasant scenarios (with less annoying noise exposure) than in predicting deteriorated soundscapes. That was to be expected as opinions on the annoyance (or lack thereof) of pleasant sounds such as birds or water are homogeneous. However, there is a clear lack of consensus in the assessment of the level of annoyance for other less agreeable noise sources: road traffic, train, leisure, and construction that give place to outlier opinions difficult to predict.

In general, the ACI approach makes even better predictions, offering a more nuanced assessment, taking into account that the prediction should be interpreted inside a $\pm 1$ interval. However, it tends to be conservative in the assessment of extreme soundscapes (“very negative” or “very positive”) with a reduced standard deviation and a bias towards a neutral assessment.
As it takes a little extra effort to extract both ratings, it is advised to use both of them to have a more precise assessment. The ACI option is especially valid and error-free (within the sample of the study) when the rail is detected. However, the number of occurrences of rail in the videos collected is insufficient to make a general assertion.

The videos collected for the Sons al Balcó campaigns only include daytime soundscapes, which is a recurrent problem in this kind of citizen science project. It would be interesting to also collect videos depicting night-time scenarios to better evaluate the impact of night recreational activities on the acoustic comfort of the dwelling.

The approach proposed can be very useful to make a first approximation of the perceived acoustic comfort in urban areas without needing expensive dedicated equipment to do so. As short videos can be recorded with a mobile phone, everyone is able to easily upload or send the video without technical expertise. It can also be used by municipal technical staff complementary to other noise surveillance techniques (such as sound meters) to more accurately map the subjective noise exposure in a city (or town).
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